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ABSTRACT
The authors consider optimization problems expressed in Decision Guidance Query Language that may involve linear arithmetic constraints, as well as finite domain and binary variables. They focus on Distributed Manufacturing Network optimization problems in which only a part of the problem is dynamic, i.e., the demand for the output products in a manufacturing network, whereas the rest of the problem is static, i.e., the connectivity graph of the assembly processes and the cost functions of machines. The authors propose the Online Decomposition Algorithm based on offline preprocessing that optimizes each static problem component for discretized values of shared constraint variables, and approximate the optimal aggregated utility functions. The Online Decomposition Algorithm uses the pre-processed approximated aggregated cost functions to decompose the original problem into smaller problems, and utilizes search heuristics for the combinatorial part of the problem based on the pre-processed look-up tables. They also conduct an initial experimental evaluation which shows that the Online Decomposition Algorithm, as compared with Mixed Integer Linear Programming, provides an order of magnitude improvement in terms of both computational time and the quality of found solutions for a class of problems for which pre-processing is possible.
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INTRODUCTION
In this paper we focus on the problem of optimizing a distributed manufacturing network (DMN), in which a number of products need to be manufactured. Each product can be produced by one or more assembly node processes, where each assembly is composed of several machines working in parallel, as shown in Figure 1. For the required demand of the output products, a decision must be made on how much should be produced by each DMN assembly node, which machines should be on and their output level. Operation of each machine has associated cost, which is a function of the machine
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output level. Typically, the cost function has an S shape, indicating less efficient operation at the edges of its operational range, and more efficient operation in its “sweet spot”. In turn, each DMN assembly node requires sub-products as its input, and those in turn are produced by other assemblies. Thus the overall DMN may involve multiple layers of DMN assembly nodes. An important question is how to make production decisions that minimize the total production cost.

The state-of-art implementation of decision optimization solutions, such as the DMN problem, involves Mathematical and Constraint Programming (MP and CP), used for decision optimization, i.e., finding values for control variables that maximize or minimize an objective within given constraints. While software developers find database programming mostly intuitive, they typically do not have the mathematical expertise necessary for MP and CP. In addition, much investment has already been spent on database applications. Clearly, it is desirable to leverage this investment when building decision optimization applications.

To bridge the gap, in Brodsky, Bhot, Chandrashekar, Egge, and Wang (2009) we introduced a Decision Guidance Query Language (DGQL) and system, following the Decision Guidance Management System framework of Brodsky and Wang (2008). In Brodsky, Egge, and Wang (2011) we provided DGQL formal syntax and semantics, a reduction of DGQL to the standard mathematical programming (MP) formulation, and a proof of its soundness and completeness. DGQL makes a step toward making decision optimization easier, especially

Figure 1. Distributed manufacturing network
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